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with North West

LIFE-LONG CELEBRITY, NORTH WEST, TAUGHT US HOW
SHE CONTROLS HER DIGITAL PUBLIC IMAGE...
After spending 25 years in the public eye, I’ve learned a few things about curating my
online image:
1. Establish You, and stick with it.
Establishing your identity digitally is just about as hard as finding a unique domain name. I
struggled with mine for a long time. In cyber space, you’re in control of the way you look,
the way you speak, the thoughts you think. These make up the perception of your digital
self (before, during, and after your physical death). It’s ok to change overtime, but people
usually don’t like to see that and it leaves a messy legacy.
2. Share, share, share, share.
This might seem obvious, but when good things happen, share it: The only memory that
lasts is in the cloud. It’s becoming easier and easier to be forgotten. Remember, it’ll be
worth it.
3. Be descriptive, but be quick.
We don’t have the attention span to sustain focus on your life’s story, but we want to
know the dirty details. Whenever you release information to cyberspace, it’s gotta be
short, sweet, and a little sexy.
4. Create a Routine, Hire a Life-Coach.
It’s no question that this is a lot to manage, digitalizing your identity some timeconsuming stuff! That’s why I use a life-coach. Professionals can help you judge what is
good to publicize and what will embarrass your parents next week.
5. There’s no such thing as boring.
What’s boring is the way you present it. Think about your intended audience and frame
your life accordingly. I remember I was amazed the first time I got a million likes on a
picture of my mirror, now I post a picture of a mirror every week!
And with those five pieces of advice, I wish you and your digital self luck and I hope to
see you in the cloud.
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SUSTAINABLE PASSING:
THE PROBLEM OF SPACE
Rolf Mikkelson

Photography by Evelyn Bencicova
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The Role of Designers for
the Dead and Dying
Our reality is subject to an unfortunate trend: once the
cutting edge is introduced to the masses, it’s followed
by an inevitable deterioration in its quality, gravity, and
purpose. Most developments in a society live a finite
timespan of innovation, before they’re perverted by
the human condition. Ingenuity behind a technology
becomes lost in iteration after iteration post-inception,
as they’re re-purposed to appeal to the least common
denominator, approximated for convenience of
production, and sloppily mimicked by competitors. It is all
due to the human addiction to “new” and the fast market
built on it that has landed an iPhone 47s in the hands
of the homeless man you’re going to see on the street
today. Innovation on earth exhibits a trickle-down effect;
the majority gains access to the worst versions of the best
technology, while all versions of the worst technologies
are sent to Planet Nine. Being that a technology manifests
in a spectrum of mediums (artifacts, services, literature,
knowledge, behavior, ideas) the future comes across as
bleak.

“Most developments in a
society live a finite timespan
of innovation, before they’re
perverted by the human
condition.”

CONTINUE ON PG 5
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“As technology has facilitated a higher quality of life for
the living, it has done the same for the dead and dying.”
A notable example of this behavior in human race is our
response to the omnipresent problem of death. As technology
has facilitated a higher quality of life for the living, it has done
the same for the dead and dying. Grief is shaped by a variety
of cultures, time periods, and mediums. Some of these forms
have proven unsustainable as they exhibit escalating cost for
the grieving and for the earth. As more and more will have died,
cities grapple with the real estate of death, which brings us to
the conclusion that perhaps the ground is not the best place to
house the dead. Real estate for the dead is subject to the same
inflation as the living, pushing countries such as Singapore/
Germany to solutions such as grave recycling, while other
countries face resistance to such practices by tenets of religion.
Cremation mitigates these issues, but is still extremely resource
intensive process.

The result is a new trend in the industry: Sustainable Passing. Legacy guides
and mourning firms across the world have deemed it appropriate to tackle this
problem of space. Designers like to pretend that this problem lies in the material
used to mourn the dead, when the actual solution is mass graves.

“Designers like to pretend that this problem
lies in the materials used to mourn the dead,
when the actual solution is mass graves. “

We’ve begun to see a shift in postmortem practices; people still want to be one
with nature, even when they’re dead. Thus, brilliant designers find themselves
in the business of appealing to affluent, concerned citizens who want to die
just as whole-grain, unprocessed, organic, grass-fed, and gluten-free as they
lived. Unfortunately, business is booming, and customers remain oblivious to
the reality that directing resources to your postmortem existence, however
“sustainable,” is simply the pinnacle of the human condition: the need for
legacy.
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Due to this misguided attention, we find the rich in award-winning urns and biodegradable
shrines that take 20 years to return to the carbon pool, and the rest in the recycle tank at the
Bayer-Monsanto© Public graveyard.
The future of death is following the same trajectory as “eco-friendly cars,” a luxury only
reserved for those who can afford to care. Perhaps, just like eco-cars, Sustainable Passing will
become the next to cause another world-wide carbon spike. As the elite subscribe to more
sustainable artifacts of grief, the market will adjust to accommodate, filling landfills up with
every instance a self-identified mournist decided to take a shot at this whole “sustainable
passing” thing (alongside hybrid cars).

“....we find the rich in
award-winning urns and
biodegradable shrines
that take 20 years to return
to the carbon pool, and
the rest in the recycle bin
at the Bayer-Monsanto©
graveyard.”

The unfortunate reality is that even
when attempting to solve the issue
of overproduction and technological
gluttony, we resort to overproduction
and technological gluttony. Although
the future of mourning could extend far
beyond physical space, artifacts currently
occupy a large portion of that potential.

Beautiful examples of how people have been
grieving this season in mournism, discursive death,
and experimental grief.

However, the platform for legacy may
follow in the footsteps of the platform for
life shifting from the physical space to
the digital space. Designers can insert
themselves in the crossroad between a life
and its legacy, to truly make a difference.
Let us tackle the endeavor of representing
a physical person, life, experience through
digital, or invisible means

.

by Rolf Mikkelson
mikkelsondesign.com
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PUBLIC BODIES Co.
Christina A. West
Donate your physical scan to Public Bodies’
database to immortalize yourself in the work of this
controversial art collective.
PBc is notoriously polarizing for curating bodies
of criminals, celebrities, children together without
regard for such details. They have worked with the
scans of a great variety of people including Jerry
Sandusky, David Choe, Banksy, the list goes on.
Donating your physical scan may be one of the
most democratic ways to leave a legacy.

HUNG UP
Jenny Mcconnell
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Since the 2062 Physical
Census Mandate, donating
your scans to art have
become a hot trend: Here
is the work of architect and
contemporary mournist
Jenny Mcconnell, who uses
different parts of your body
to adorn her spaces.
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LARGER THAN LIFE
Rob Mueck
Grammy Award-winning actress
Tilda Swinton died this month at
the remarkable age of 105. She
commissioned a private funeral in
her hometown of London, in which
she displayed a larger than life
sculpture to celebrate her in her final
days. Swinton’s ashes are dyed and
crystallized to create the pupils of the
sculpture.
You can visit Swinton’s grave in the
United Kingdom for just 50$!
visit www.deadswinton.com
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VISUALIZING DREAD
Olaf Brzeski
Brzeski explores the idea that death is not invisible through this
eerie installation-mourning piece. In the event of a death, our lives
are inevitably bombarded with the throes of loss, depression, and
dread: this piece is a illustration of that overwhelming affect death
has on the lives that surround it. This piece is made with the ashes
of his great grandmother, a former artistic mentor of his.

COUNTING THE BREATHS
Lutz Bacher
Another interesting Lutz Bacher installation,
funeral attendees will blow up a balloon, each
representing the last breaths of a loved one
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NOTIONAL LINES
Annica Cuppetelli and Cristobal Mendoza
Cuppetelli and Mendoza exhibited their newest
contemporary mourning piece, and it’s completely
digital. The two postmortem designers harness
a person’s complete history of messaging and
communication through personal devices to
compose a series of notional strands, each
representative of the person’s connection with the
viewer’s touch inputs. Funeral attendees walk past
the display and watch their last interaction with
their loved one. The beauty in this immersive digital
mourning experience is something to strive towards.

EXPERIMENTAL GRIEF
Shayne Dark
Dark utilizes nature, technology, and art to create
a unique mourning experience for his clients.
Shown on the right is a genetically modified tree in
royal blue, incubated with the client’s ashes, and
displayed at the ceremony.
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MOURNISM:
DESIGNERS
YOU
SHOULD
KNOW
A list of five notable
designers in the field
of contemporary
mournism
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ANDREW CAMPBELL

GORDON BOYLE

ANDERSON CLEMMONS

GARTH JAMESON JR.

ROBERT DEGRAY

Andrew Campbell is known for
two things: mooning our current
president at the republican global
convention and his notable work
in the fight for physical privacy
through discursive mourning.
Campbell is the founder of IPC
(Identity Protection Corps), offering
a service that eradicates clients’
digital identity once their physical
selves have passed. IPC’s work
is popular amongst outcasts and
conspiracists alike.

If you’ve ever listened to a
postmortem soundtrack to
grieve a loved one, you owe it to
Chicago-based mournist Gordon
Boyle. Often attributed credit for
establishing Sonic Mourning as a
principle field, Boyle was one of
the first to nominate music as a
sufficient bridge between life and
legacy. Boyle works with a group
of technicians who analyze clients’
online musical identity to generate
an algorithm that responds and
collects the latest music accordingly.

Anderson Clemmons has been
dubbed the retro grief designer.
Spearheading in the retro grief
trend, Clemmons specializes in
traditional, open-casket funerals.
Perfectly capturing the aesthetics
of the past, he curated Brad Pitt’s
funeral this year, equipped with a
traditionally embalmed body, opencasket funeral, and a beautiful
1990 Bentley Turbo R Hearse. You
can find Pitt’s engraved marble
headstone at Trinity Church
Cemetery in New York.

This increasingly popular
contemporary mournist began his
career as a biomedical engineer,
specializing in skull construction
in domestic animals in the Pet
Industry. G.J. now serves as
the lead designer for PRTNR, a
postmortem service for you and
your pets throughout your life.
PRTNR offers a preservation service
for your pets so their bodies will
decay at the same rate as yours.

In 2020, Degray and his wife
launched the Green Legacy Project,
where they began researching the
best way to deal with the rising
number of corpses on earth.
A full decade later, Degray released
a closed-loop-energyTM city plan
that combats this problem of
housing the dead.

visit dieinprivate.com to protect
yourself

visit boyle.sound to plan your
postmortem channel

visit pastgrief.com to start planning
your commencement.

visit prtnrsforlife.com to die with
your pet

visit greenfuneralproject.eco to be
the first to die green

They are now accepting corpse
donations for the first test in history!
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REDESIGNING GRIEF:
Generational URNS

2

Contemporary examples of experimental grief: this
month’s issue focuses on collections that are intended
for decades of use.

3

COLLECTIVE | Antonio da ros
Da Ros released a piece in his
Filial line: Collective. Added after
each generation, the layers of
glass are made with the melted
ashes of each family member.

In the Flesh |
DeathinLife
Eco-conscious
grief firm Death In
Life released an
installation piece
this month: It’s a
variation of their
wall-mounted
urn, but with a
real Ficus tree.
Watch your family
tree history grow
as this eco-urn
grows out of
generations of
ashes.

4

BLüm |ROBERT DEGRAY
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Family urn set | Marc Vidal & Martín Azúa
Grief interaction researcher and Argentinian-based mournist collaborated
to create a beautiful set of urns for a family.

This month, Robert
Degray of the Green
Legacy Project released
a glimpse into his 10year city planning
project. Each layer
represents a member
of an ancestry and is
loaded with zer digital
identity. These layers
are programmed by
GLP’s proprietary
nano-magnetic serums
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Where do you think the future of mourning is?
“As elements of our culture begin to modernize, methods of
mourning have higher potential to merge, spread, and reshape to
accommodate. Even today, mourning extends beyond processing
of the corpse - grief is experienced in celebration, sacrifice, silence,
ritual, depression.”

What effect does mourning have on society? Or
vice versa?
“Often rooted in religion, grieving will be heavily influenced by
evolution of the world’s religious landscape. As society modernizes, and cultures merge, practices in grief may become less
tethered to religion, and more subject to the evolution of culture.
This opens the opportunity for postmortem artifacts to not simply
contain the deceased, but instead become proxies for experience
(i.e. a catalyst for acceptance, a claim towards individuality). These
artifacts will span the spectrum of physical and digital, operational
to cognitive, interactive to adaptive.

JON YOUNG on MOURNING AS AN EXPERIENCE
How did you get into the business of death?
“Originally, I was an industrial designer for an amputee therapy organization. We created physical objects, and with
extensive sensor structures and algorithms, were able to synthesize the experience of touching, feeling, turning,
spinning, twisting, etc for amputees. After realizing how powerful the sense of touch was, I decided to utilize it to
alleviate the pains of those in grief.

Can you talk about some of our projects?

What form of mourning do you think is most
effective?
“I think there’s something special about the physical space. We as
humans have not only evolved to use work with our hands, but
also to think and feel with them. Hands are one of the best sensory
receptors we have; it’d be a shame not to take advantage of this,
no?
Not only do artifacts provide interesting solutions to postmortem
protocol, but also postmortem mindsets. Vessels for the dead thus
become a vessel for grief ”

.

“Of course. My firm is working on a project called Digital Legacy: we’re developing a wearable that contains select
memories of the dead in a compact drive. The device allows those in grief to find solace in the albeit temporal digital
company of their loved ones. However, as time passes, more the more memories become archived to our database
in our headquarters. At that point, grievers can visit their loved ones and refer back to old memories at their digital
headstone. In Hinduism, the mourning period is limited to 13 days. Any more would be considered detrimental to
the deceased soul. These artifacts we’re designing could become a guidance tool, almost an advent grieving calendar
through their physical design. It is a bridge for acceptance.
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The Reality of
Digital Privacy

The mechanisms of repression are diverse. One is “deep
packet inspection” hardware, which allows authorities to
track every unencrypted email sent, website visited and
blog post published. When objectionable activities are
detected, access to specific sites or services is blocked
or redirected. And if all else fails, the entire Internet can be
slowed for target users or communities.

In other cases, like in Ukraine,
sites are taken offline with
distributed-denial-of-service
attacks, which overwhelm a
server with digital requests,
or else the routing system of
the national Internet system is
tampered with to make entire
sites mysteriously unreachable.
Entire categories of content
can be blocked or degraded
en masse; in Iran, we hear
that all encrypted connections
are periodically severed and
reset automatically. As human
interactions, experiences,
and communication shift
from physical to digital, this
subjects a growing majority
of our lives to be under the
surveillance and jurisdiction of
the government.
And while the technologies of
repression are a multibilliondollar industry, the tools to
measure and assess digital
repression get only a few
million dollars in government
and private funding. Private
and academic centers like
the Citizen Lab in Toronto are
building detection tools, but
we are still in the early days of
mapping the reach of digital
privacy.

The Eye of Providence was originally printed on physical money in
America, it is meant to symbolize the eye of God watching over his people.
However, throughout the years, it has become a symbol of American
surveillance and the NSA
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Obfuscation techniques —
when one thing is made to
look like another — are also a
path forward. A digital tunnel
from Iran to Norway can be
disguised as an ordinary Skype
call. Deep packet inspection
cannot distinguish such traffic
from genuine traffic, and the
collateral damage of blocking
all traffic is often too high for a
government to stomach.

The Internet is becoming easier to use, and the same goes for
circumvention technologies — which means that activists will face less of
a challenge getting online securely, and your online identity can die with
you, in private.
Given the energies and opportunities out there, it’s still possible to
end repressive Internet censorship within a decade. If we want the
next generations of users to be free, we don’t see any other option.
Even today, families are being fined for misdeameanors from digital
speculation.
Of course, detection is just the first step in a counterattack against censorship. The next step is providing tools to undermine sensors, filters and
throttles.
Again, the groundwork is being laid. For years, a vibrant community of
engineers from San Francisco to Beijing have collaborated on circumvention technologies to shield dissidents from surveillance. One such tool,
called Tor, has been used by tech-savvy dissidents around the world for
over a decade.
Our travels have taken us to North Korea, Saudi Arabia and other countries grappling with repression. Yet when we meet dissidents and members of harassed minorities, we are surprised by how few of them use
systems like Tor.

ERIC E. SCHMIDT
Concerened Citizen
Schmidt was born into the rise of
the internet, and watched the web
transform from a robust bank of
information to a tool used to fine you
and all your friends. He has a masters in
Digital Government and has specialized
in the fight for cyber-privacy for over 40
years.

Trust is perhaps the most fundamental issue. In Iran, online bazaars sell
services that promise secure access. Yet rumors swirl that these services
are covertly provided by the Iranian government, and can be monitored,
terminated, and punished at any time.
Scalability is another problem. One popular approach, virtual private
identities, allow users in a repressively censored place like Syria to
“proxy” the profiles through a computer in a more open place like Norway. But when thousands of users connect to a single intermediary, the
repressive government notices, and shuts them down.
The final challenge is usability. Engineers can build sophisticated algorithms, but they’re useful only if a member of, say, the Kurdish minority in
Iran can figure out how to install them on her low-bandwidth phone.
None of these challenges are new. What is new is the possibility to overcome them — if we make the right public and private investments. For
example, software using peer-to-peer algorithms lets users route an Internet connection through another computer without having to go through a
V.P.N., helping to address the trust and scalability issues.
Much of the fight against censorship has been led by the activists of the
Internet freedom movement. We can join this open source community,
whether we are policy makers, corporations or individuals. Money, coding
skills or government grants can let us die safely, in private.

This article originally appeared on NY TIMES

DYING
ONLINE

OVER the next decade, approximately 9 billion people will
become connected to the Internet. The biggest increases
will be in societies that, according to the human rights
group Freedom House, are severely censored: places
where clicking on an objectionable article can get your
entire extended family thrown in prison, or worse.
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